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Class: KG                                                                                      Day: 3                                                     Class Teacher: Khadiza Alam 
Assalamu alaikum. Hope that you are fine and in good mood. I want to share something with you 

today. I have a plan for you to make your day the best one. Before that let’s read Surah Al Fatiha once 

and start off our day with big jump. Yes that’s the spirit....So shall we start? 

Mathematics         
 

You know that you are a master in Mathematics. Without 

wasting a second today you will solve the most interesting 
chapter in Maths. First you have to open your Maths 
Mileage Book at Page: 113 and find the missing numbers 
and right after that go to Page: 115 and do the skip 
counting  properly. Finally, you will memorize the Times 
Table 2 and 3 today. 
See you have done a lot of works. Well done, dear! 

Science 
 
I know you are my best student in Science. That’s why you 

have to study Science more and more. By learning we can 
enrich ourselves. For learning what we need first? Right! 
Your Science Voyage Book. Are you done with chapter-32, 
Movement-1? Now, we know about the movements. Let’s 
learn from the worksheet # 01 about it. 
I hope, you will find it very interesting.    

English Language 
 

 
My dear little star, I know you have written the Rhyme 

“Wee Willie Winkie” in H.W copy.  Didn’t you? English 
Language is an amazing subject. So my dear, now can you 
please take your Radiant Way Book? 
Yes, very good. Now open  
Page: 30, you can see the story ‘Bert sees a lark’. 
That is a very interesting story. Read the story and then 
practice the words with –rk, rt ,rd. 

বাাংলা 

 
 
আজ আমরা (য-হ) এগুল া দিলে িুইটি কলর শব্দ গঠন দশখব ও 

দ খব।এই বর্ ণগুল া দিলে শব্দ গঠলন দক ককান পশুর নাম খুুঁলজ 

পাও? কেটি কপল ? দ খল া কিদখ?   

 

আমালিরলক হাল র ক খািা সুন্দর রাখল  হলব।  াই হাল র ক খা 

বইলে পৃষ্ঠা ১৬ ও ১৭ অনুশী ন করলব। 

 

Al-Quran  
Now you need to give a quick revision of your 

another favorite subject. So my little angel let’s 
pick your photocopy work sheet of Haraka and Read the 
Page 54 and memorize the Surah Kafirun, ayaat (1-3). 
 
For the new learners group , you will try to recognize Arabic 
letters from Qayda, Page:1 and memorize Surah Naas. 
 
And don’t forget to revise Surah Kawthar and Ikhlas. 
 Ok !!!! 

Play 
 
My little champ loves to play. What are you planning to 

play today? 
Let’s practice the phonic sound today. Go to the you tube 
and type Jolly phonic song. You got it, right? 
Now play the song and practice with it.  
 
It’s full of fun! 

Help    
 

I know you are my little champ. So I wish you to 
be champion every day. You love your parents a lot and it’s 
your duty to help them in their work. So, today you are 
going to help your mom in folding clothes. Yes, always try to 
earn blessings from your parents. 

Arabic 
All are done but something seems missing today. 

 What’s that! That is our Arabic writing Skills book. 
You want to be the master on Arabic writing! So start  
writing where you have ended yesterday. 
  
I hope you are enjoying your homework! 

 


